
 

 

EMPLOYERS APPREHENSIVE ABOUT THE IMMINENT RISE IN THEIR HEALTHCARE COSTS. 

2015 Medical Scheme Increases:  For the employer - It is about the spread of the employees 

 

• “Low” and “High” cost medical scheme options to be hit hardest by medical scheme 

contribution increases 

• Even a single digit increase for employees could be a difficult pill to swallow given lower 

salary increases 

• Employers with bulk of members on High Cost (i.e. comprehensive) and Low Cost income 

options may see some double digit increases 

 

[Johannesburg, 7 September 2014] Employers across South Africa are apprehensive about the annual 

increase announcements from the Medical Schemes, due in October. According to Toska Kouskos, 

Head of Healthcare Consulting at NMG Benefits; “Most medical schemes will probably aim for single 

digit increases of approximately 8-9%.”  

 

“However, even a single digit increase could be scant relief for employers especially with salaries 

growing at a lesser rate.  Employers should really be considering the mix of options and plans they 

offer employees. This will determine the average increase in their healthcare budget, ignoring the 3-

4% of members who buy up or down each year.” 

 

Most open medical schemes offer a basket of benefit options catering for the distinct needs of 

different segments of society and the employee base. Comprehensive plans are generally aimed at 

those needing “richer” benefits, whilst lower priced plans cater for people on lower incomes. 

 

The details matter says Kouskos; “In this case we must consider the effect that loss ratios have on 

the decisions taken by medical schemes. A medical scheme may announce an average increase but 

in reality the loss ratios at the top and bottom benefit plans are typically higher than the middle 

options. The situation is of course made worse when the majority of employees are placed on the 

top and bottom options of a medical scheme. These employers will feel the pinch most of all.”    

 

A loss ratio is the difference between the claims of a member against the contributions that a 

member pays to the medical scheme. If a poor loss ratio for a benefit option is ignored one year then 

it must be corrected by the medical scheme eventually. “We have seen corrective action in the past 

from schemes where income categories on lower cost options have been amended to cater for this 

risk”, says Kouskos. 

 

Data from the Council for Medical Schemes (CMS) Report released earlier this week reveals a gloomy 

picture with regard to the net healthcare result of the comprehensive options and lower cost 

options in 2013.  

 



 

 

 

“We can expect that schemes will respond to their loss ratios on the top and bottom options; either 

through changes in contributions or through modification in benefits. Some may rely on their 

provider networks and managed care arrangements to assist managing this risk.” 

 

“Not all schemes differentiate between the different options when they introduce 

increases.  However, schemes that do differentiate will cost accordingly. Employers with the bulk of 

members on comprehensive or low income options may see some double digit increases,” concludes 

Kouskos. 
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Toska Kouskos is the Head of NMG Benefits’s Healthcare Consulting Division. She has extensive 

experience in employee benefits specialising in healthcare and wellness management services. Her 

passion is to ensure that the advice that NMG Benefits gives to clients and their employees provides 

them with the insights they need for a healthy workforce. 

 

NOTE TO THE EDITOR 

 

Why are the highest loss ratios experienced on the top and the bottom options of a medical 

scheme?   

 

• The lower cost options have contributions linked to the income of a member. As a result they 

attract people who earn less.  Often these are retirees, the group most dependent on 

healthcare benefits (often after having contributed all their life). This results in a higher loss 

ratio.  These options are more affordable to low income earners and often the lower income 

earners pay a lower contribution but do not necessarily present better claims behaviour.   

 

• An example is the Keycare Plus option of Discovery Health.   Other low cost options such as 

the Boncap option of Bonitas and the Fedhealth Blue Door option, which is fairly new, may 

have to look at creative ways to correctly price for claims behaviour.” 

 

• The top / comprehensive options attract those individuals who require richer benefits and by 

design will attract the higher risk and higher claiming individuals, again resulting in a higher 

loss ratio.   

 

 

 

 

 
 


